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Data cleaning and validation
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Post-analysis: goodness of fit
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Post-analysis: results visualization
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Today

• Use of graphical displays to summarize the patterns
that are present in the data

• Helps with interpreting the results of a subsequent
statistical test

• Supports statistical model building 
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Example 1: How does a woman’s behavior during 
pregnancy affect the infant’s birth weight?
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Interaction plot
In linear regression, the 

infant’s mean birth weight is 

expressed as a linear 

function of the independent 

variables (regression 

equation)

Interaction plot: graphical 

display of the means for 

each combination of the 

levels of two categorical 

variables
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ANOVA table
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Post hoc tests for race



Example 2: predicting the 10-year risk of 
coronary heart disease (CHD)

• Reference model: multivariable logistic 
model with sex, diabetes, and smoking 
as dichotomous predictors and age, 
systolic blood pressure, and total 
cholesterol as continuous predictors

• Does adding HDL cholesterol to an 
existing model improve risk prediction?

• Analysis based on 3264 participants 
from the Framingham Heart Study 
aged 30 – 74 years

• A total of 183 individuals developed 
CHD (5.6% 10-year cumulative 
incidence)
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Box plots stratified by CHD status - IDI
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Discrimination slope = 

difference in mean 

predicted risks for those 

with and without the event

- Without HDL: 6.29%

- With HDL: 7.14%

Integrated discrimination 

index (IDI) = difference in 

discrimination slope

7.14 – 6.29 = 0.85%



Reclassification graphs - cNRI
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Continuous net reclassification 

improvement (cNRI)

cNRI nonevents: a net 5.5% of 

nonevents receive lower 

predicted risks

cNRI events: a net 24.6% of 

those with events receive higher 

predicted risk

cNRI = 5.5% + 24.6% = 30.1%



Predictiveness curves – link between 
threshold and sensitivity/specificity
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Specificity = P(- | no CHD event) = 96.82% model with HDL vs 96.66% model without HDL

Sensitivity = P(+ | no CHD event) = 13.1% model with HDL vs 19.1% model without HDL
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Net reclassification risk graph



Example 3: randomized block design

• Nine different subjects are asked to complete four different 
tasks

• The objectives are
─ To assess whether there are systematic differences in the complexity of 

the four tasks

─ To estimate the between-subject variability in task proficiency

• This experiment is an example of a randomized block design 
with task as a fixed effect and subject as a random effect
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Dot plot
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Tasks 1 and 4 seem to take 

the least effort while task 2 

seems to take the most effort

Moderate between-subject 

variability => interclass 

correlation (ICC)



Results
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ICC = 1.332465^2 / (1.332465^2 + 

1.100295^2) = 0.59



Example 4: longitudinal biomarker measurements

• Objective: model the serial trends in a biomarker through a 
linear mixed effects model

• The fixed effect structure models the average biomarker 
trajectory

─ Linear (one-slope), piece-wise linear (two or more slopes), quadratic, 
cubic spline?

• The random effects model the subject-level deviations from 
the average trajectory

─ Which terms are needed to appropriately model the subject-level 
deviations?
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Individual profiles plot (trellis graph)
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“An intelligent summary of data is often sufficient 
to fulfil the purposes for which the data were 
gathered, and more formal techniques such as 
confidence intervals and hypothesis tests 
sometimes add little to an investigator’s 
understanding” 

John A. Rice, mathematical statistics and data 
analysis, second edition
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